Does Your Appointment Include Teaching or Do you Seek This Opportunity?

College of Arts & Sciences Teaching Postdoctoral Scholars

• Two-year program of apprenticeship with teaching mentor
• Become instructor of record (IOR) in second year with 100% research in the summers
• Opportunities and criteria of expertise varies by department
• Areas of open positions = Biological Science, Chemistry, Classics, Earth Atmospheric and Oceanographic, History, Mathematics, Modern Languages and Linguistics, Physics, Psychology, and Religion.

Contact = Laurel Fulkerson, lfulkerson@admin.fsu.edu
Qualifications of Any Teaching Appointment

1. Must have a doctorate in a field of specialty commensurate with the teaching assignment
2. Position as Instructor of Record (IOR) must be approved by the departmental chair
3. Must have a named supervisor for their teaching assignment that can be their research or another advisor
4. Must attend the two day Program for Instructional Excellent (PIE) Conference
5. English proficiency requirement equivalent to a doctoral teaching assistant
6. Sustained performance evaluation

http://opda.fsu.edu/Policies/Information-for-FSU-Postdoctoral-Administrators-and-PIs
The Program for Instructional Excellence (PIE), a unit of The Graduate School, strives to enrich the learning experience for undergraduate students at FSU by supporting the teaching efforts of graduate student teaching assistants through its various services. PIE offers professional development programs that create opportunities to foster a sense of collaboration and community among all graduate student teaching assistants at FSU.

ALL FSU Faculty, Postdocs & Staff are welcome to take part in all PIE events & offerings!

- PIE Coffee Hour & Teaching Workshop Series
- PIE Teaching Conference
- Basics of Teaching @ FSU online training
  - Earn the Advanced PIE Teaching Training Recognition
- PIE Book Clubs
- PIE Facebook Page, Twitter
- Other teaching resources

Visit PIE.FSU.EDU

Lisa Liseno – lliseno@admin.fsu.edu
Honors, Scholars, Fellows (HSF) 4001E
Program for Instructional Excellence (PIE)

Two PIE Conferences per year

Fall Semester
August 22-23, 2018

Spring Semester
January 11, 2019

Ongoing Registration – PIE.FSU.EDU
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